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Aeterpt-s rs ~tm- good quality ~:wg%a exgsts8s oP varLubs e L 4 0 y  
c xxpss i t t e n s  Se Te l -X  w i t h  B & x 5 *5 t s ~  i,xg a ~ ~ R i E i e d  Ebidgraara hawe 
x 
bean only m&era$efy succe8s f ~1 However ) a p r e  E d  (1 e~ x = 0 )  
crystal ~ " k h  afi op t fea l  absorption constant << 2 cnamP has been ~ P W ~ D  r. 
Pbetaso~dactlvity ~ t a d i e s  hndf cate existence 0% a defec t  lev91 
b l m  the band c dqe r~11ic"nadrf ed ~ m o o t h l y  w$,t%r a l l o y  co~~poa i tLsa ,  
\8 i%kh of the p h ~ c s s o ~ : a d u ~ t i \ ~ i t y  ~ p e ~ t r a l  respaa9c %ri $ha al loy cryseals 
%nd$~aced the crystals were cf p$liarc~ qua%&ry than t h e  pnre  Se ergata3s, 
P" sueratally srimilatcd currerrt ve&saseraeg;p,ts hawed 8 pbe t i~o ra  02 
deep defect levels lu a l l  crys tab, Gaehdul  rmix-1escenc~3 exptaz8~eots 
were d i f  fgeult to carry OUL; b u t  weak red eatisbton was observed 06 EWO 
Q C C ~ S  i 0 e r . S  . 
This p r s j ~ t  was concmed w i t h  the p a f i  and ~ W a c t ~ i z a t i o n  
of Se and SexTel - alloy crystals for use in dwices requiring certain 
optical chasactearisti_cs. The 
Se and Te make these m t e r i a l s  of s w i a l  h-est in. the h e s t i g a t i o n  of 
nonlinear optical pheneanena. Also, the conthuous range of alloy crystals 
can k grown, giving a contjnual gradation in p o p r $ i e s  such as  bandgap, 
nonlinear susceptibility, birefringence, and pbtoe:ondut@tme in going 
from pure Se t o  pure Te. 
The f i r s t  pmblenn t o  be considesred is "che p & h  sf  good quality 
single crystals. A modified Bridgman teshnigue is m t l y  being used. 
T h i s  has p d u c e d  crystals of various alloy campssitions Sqe l_-x  with x 
in  the range of 0 - < x - < .5. The quality of the alloy qs- ls  has not 
l e ,  H~wevw, a pure Se (i .e, , x -- 0) q s t a l  w i t h  can optical 
absorption constant o < 2 an-' has been g 
In an attempt to identi* some of the carysh l  defwts  which 
might be responsible for the residual optical &soqtion, vmious photo- 
electronic effects 
&sMce  of a defect level below the edge which varied 
w i t h  alloy conposition, Width of the photoeo~uctivi%y spe@*al .response 
was  Larger in the alloy crystals than in -the pure Se C ~ S ~ P S ,  hdica t ing  
the p r w  q a l i t y  of these cqstals ,  
a pleaora sf 
deep defect levels, e s p i a l l y  in the alloy cvstalbs, 

11, GROWTE% OF SELENIUM AND SELENIUM-TELLURIUM 
SOI,'I,Ild SOLUTION SL?JGI,F: Cl?,MS?l,n;%S 
(P . Swinehar t )  
Three methods o f  growing se len ium monocrys ta l s  have been 
t r i e d ,  C z o c h r a l s k i ,  vapor  phase ,  and t r a v e l l i n g  s o l v e n t  (modif ied 
Bridgman), The Czochra l sk i  method h a s  t h e  g r e a t e s t  p o t e n t i a l i t y  f o r  
t h e  growth o f  d e f e c t - f r e e  c r y s t a l s  because  t h e  growth i n t e r f a c e  is  f r e e  
o f  c o n t a c t  w i t h  t h e  c o n t a i n e r  s u r f a c e .  There are o t h e r  problems w i t h  
t h e  Czochra l sk i  method, however, which make t h e  c o n s i s t e n t  growing of  
s i n g l e  c r y s t a l s  d i f f i c u l t .  The vapor  phase  method produces  c r y s t a l s  
t h a t  are t o o  s m a l l  f o r  some purposes  even when good ones  a r e  grown. 
For  t h e s e  reasons  t h e  t r a v e l l i n g - s o l v e n t  t echn ique  i s  p r e s e n t l y  b e i n g  
used.  
The t r a v e l l i n g  s o l v e n t  technique(') is  t h e  l e a s t  invo lved  and 
makes t h e  most e f f i c i e n t  use  of r a w  m a t e r i a l s .  About 65 .L 75% of  t h e  
Se i s  u s a b l e  ( g r a i n  s i z e  on t h e  o r d e r  o f  cm). The g l a s s w a r e ,  shown i n  
* 
F i g u r e  1, i s  c l e a n e d  i n  a s o l u t i o n  o f  5% HF, 60% H 0 ,  33% HNO and 2% 2 3 
Alconox s o l u t i o n ,  r i n s e d  i n  h o t  i s o p r o p y l  a l c o h o l  and a l lowed t o  d r y ,  
The p o i n t  i s  c u t  o f f  t h e  c r u c i b l e  t o  f a c i l i t a t e  c l e a n i n g  and p u t  back 
on w i t h  a t o r c h  a f t e r w a r d ,  The Se (and Te i f  a l l o y s  are b e i n g  grown) 
- 6 
and T1 a r e  loaded  and immediately p l a c e d  i n  a PO Tor r  vacuum. Seventy  
g r a m  of Se make a 1 c m  d iamete r  crystal abou t  10 i n c h e s  l o n g ,  T I  i n  
t h e  amount o f  1 a t  .% of t h e  Se is  used ,  Adnalyses done a t  B a t t e l l e  
Memorial I n s t i t u t e  show t h a t  about  400 ppm T1 remains  i n  t h e  c ry s t a l . ,  
(7) References are located at t h e  end of  cnch s e e t i o n ,  
* Figure riurribers are n-urm-hercd by chaptea ,  
& FOR hkI5;PENDlNG APPARATgS 
I N  FURNACE 
>pIA4Nh_cSS LTEEL bt lLUUM CONNECT 
FOR OUTGASSING 
GLASS STOPCOCK 
STAiNLESS STEEL CENTERING SHAFT 
( CLOSE FIT ) 
QUARTZ VACUUM CHAMBER 
12 mm I D  x 18 mm OD x 46'" 
QUARTZ CRUCIBLE, l 0 m m  1.0. x 1% mm 0.0. 
X 24". TAPERED SECTION: ABOUT 1" LONG 
THROAT: I m m  I. 0. 
LB: ABOUT I~ '"LONG 
QUARTZ T U B I N G  SPACER TO ADJUST H E I G H T  
OF CRUCIBLE f N  VACUUM CHAMBER 
s 
rl'he i :=; kci - k c l k c 2  P L ~ C  fi[ ~ $ i i : ~ c ; ~  1) $ id  L - i -  JAL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ k - ~ i l t l ~ r i  h =fat:c 
bubbles. A q r ~ a t e r  cc~ncentraci or1 o f  7" 12 ght cause m-mtitutjoml supx-  
cmLiq, 
the pmp and the. mc&$e, The 
mtaial  is outgassd with a prome 
d* a mb% 0bje.i; helps 
to relwse bdb1es. It is diffimlt .%s tell when. khe mtaial is givring 
off cap* gasses md whm it i s  b i b k i g ,  mil* saptsuld be woid& be- 
muse mvik t ion  s.wly p d u e e s  rcore b ~ l e s  csra t&$: sides, The t& 
mtwial acts as a f i P c a  to prevent S e  vap r  frm mmpbg m e 1  all sf it 
tm1.l just b3_m the z % ~ % M  r m t a i a l  all- 
the Se to &op ugh a v~ hot zone as it falls into the m%t and mst 
of t he  gi3sses a re  dziven out then, The v a a ~ m  6 i s  said ~m out.-- 
gasshg is 
m The crystal is a13 $0 cme to mAuilk im for $0 % 20 hams 
Additisrml precautions that my or m y  not be n e c e s s q  w e  aclashg the 
funace in. a mnhker  to control drafte me% 
h-CJ sqlstmr iril the et-nn, 
T ~ L =  ~ ~ o ~ d ~ i i l  r t ~ x f . ~ ~ ; l e  7 _ coi~vex jnto *e Iimd, T h i s  a110m 
spLrio~-s1y nucie3ir.d crystals to cpa-t~ i n L ~  Lhe mll and el~nate ~amelves, 
The ~~ ~q- s ta l  z;' xts c>mt yc~lgueqs talljne ws:4 th very fine qaLns and *roves as 
U,c> t~rovz'c h prcxj-res~es, This i n . r [ r z e n  is s h w $  in Figure 2, Cross section 
bj :i &h~ut I T (217 z 1 / _  ,, j , ,J ~ M J I  , a )  c~nd c:) i 9 a~mealltr i-nch 
Figure 2. Cross sections of 
crystal B-17 etched in Nap + 
H20, showing the improvement 
in the crystal along its length. 
b) is about 1" farther along 
than a) , and c) is another inch 
along. The grains are outlined 
i n  pencil for photographing. 
The two s m a l l  grains i n  c) are 
superficial. The cross sections 
are of 1 cm diameter. 
along, Except for a couple of ~~3.11 swface c ~ ~ s ~ l s ,  the b u % e  i s  
en tbe ly  single cqsh1Phe a t  c) , 
Figure 3 s b w s  an Se +75Te.25 crys ta l  which displays the edges 
of the (10TO) cleavage planes. Figcrre 4 is the l a s t  crystal  grown and 
apparently the rnost successful, The pieces in a) are due .to natural 
cleavage due t o  longitudinal s t r ess  in cooling. This can be reduced by 
reducing the temperature gradient k l a u  170°C from its present value of 
35OC/m. 
Figure 4b) is a naturally cleaved (10TO) plane of sample 
B-31-1, which is the section between 6 and 7 an in Figure 4a). The 
pattern on the surface is due t o  s t ra in  while bre and not grain 
boundaries. Figure 4c) is t h i s  surface after lapping and etching in Na S 9 2 
H20. It shows no grain boundaries and no f ine structure under polarized 
light.  There are surface voids v is ib le  and tslYB i n  the bulk. They do not 
P 
seem t o  in ter fer  with growth. 
The absorption constants of sample B-31-1 with three different  
surfaces are: 
a) natural cleavage (LOTO) -1 a = 1.88 cm 
b) natural cleavage etched in Cm3 + HC1 (10T0) a = 7.5  an -I 
C) lap@ surface etched in Na2S + H20 and a = 13-8 csm -1 
then h Cr03  i- KC1 
The t ature was 2 9 3 V  aYld X = 0.95 p ( u n p l a i z d  light) for -this 
ant% f&r ica thg  %he m t a i a l ,  The hcrwses iah A s o q t i s n  were p r h r i l y  
Figure 3. A Se 
, 75Te, 25 crystal  showing the ends of the 
(lOT0) cleavage planes, The scale is in an. 
Figure 4a). Cryshl B-31. The crystal is in sections due -to 
longitudinal stress in cooling. One surface of the 
section (B-31-11 £ran 6 to 7 cm is sham .in b) . The 
left-hand comer, The 
to grain boun&ies as is 
shorn by the I_ap@ and etched s&ion in (c) , SIX- 
ks are caused by urmevern etching, 
d l ~  to i r e ~ h i n l ~ 3 . i  dtmzge s i c -  i.%e absorption ;neaoo~aimCs were n ~ d e  by 
t i l l i ~ i g  ihri sa-n~pl~ 10" to yeT. a lon.jer drstance ttsotagh th.f ~ r p b l  d f A e  
the first masuamt  was made 
to the "el Exxis also) : 
where x is '&e distance ~r~dicularly m ~ u g h  the surface and x2 is 1 
the distance at the 10° tilt. To contains the surface effects and is 
the same for 633cln 
significantly at small angles!3' FOX- 
,-, 
'L 0" path aif  ference is approximately, x2 - xl 
xl 
prevrbeus smples, V e r y  fmt defec-ts =re visibbe (as Wle. lhes aaad weas) 
SWms report 2679-2 '4' for photographs shod- defects when viewed in 
$0 &sw~a 
"3 dmzaax "Pa c-e> 
En an at twpt  to lde?taeie the d&=t levels rewns&le for 
the relatively h q e  &sowtion cefficimt in Se and S e  Te alloy 
x 2-x 
elfysbls, a se ies  sf pho~snductivity 
series of m p a % a i a &  s ~ $ s f a l  smsitiviw es at 
twe are s 
es:? The high en 
in the phoWs~aase  is slightly less 
t ion d g e  or band gap in the vxious  
s b p  of t h i s  of facWs rinc1dW * 
s q t i a n  meffieiat, suface eod.itiom% and s m % e  W m e s s ,  me wshda 
in the alloy q s b % s  i s  pmb&%y re%at& to the 
less abrupt. d o q t i o n  edge in these W S ~ ~ S  as my be s e a  by 
the rm t I%(%E s 
in Figure 5 and the SeeT5Te 
.25 ~9xystal of Fime 6 ,  
The law enemy photmo~~uctisj-e m k m  hz7s abs-d 
in ~e ('I and ~e tlowver, as ~ W Q V ~  ~e c r y s ~ l s  were developed, the 
low mq17 in Te v ~ s h d .  (3 1 
peak was due to a ~ " ~ a ~ ~ c t u d  defect, If, as we a w m t ,  the lcrw e n q y  
in Se is also due to a stxucbxaI4 defect, it is h ~ t a e s t h g  tc note 
that this s t m ~ c ~ a ? .  defect; ps i s t9  e~~kk the range of alloy aysbls 
WAVE LENGTH h (p-1 
Figure  1. S p e c t r a l  s e n s i t i v i t y  of Se s i n g l e  c r y s t a l  
photoconduc t iv i ty  a t  room temperatu.re. 
WAVE LENGTH (pJ 
F i g u r e  2 ,  S p e c t r a l  s e n s i t i v i t y  of Se h.Te 3 j  a l l o y  s i n g l e  
cv j c  tal phctacondvctivity at room tempera tu re ,  
WAVE LENGTH 1 ( p l  
F i g u r e  3.  S p e c t r a l  s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  Se 
. 75Te. 25 a l l o y  s i n g l e  
c r y s t a l  p h o t o c o n d u c t i v i t y  a t  room tempera tu re .  
WAVE LENGTH h. ( p )  
F i g u r e  4.  Spec t r a l  s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  Se Te a l loy  s i n g l e  
- 5  '5 
c r y s t a l  p h o t o c o n d u c t i v i t y  a t  room t e m p e r a t u r e .  
WAVE LENGTH (p-1 
Figure  5. Absorption c o e f f i c i e n t  f o r  Bridgman grown 
Se s i n g l e  c r y s t a l  a t  room temperature .  
'aznqsxadua7 moo2 qv ~e3 sdx~ 
a~suys LOTIE *' '3~~~ 'as jo aua-pr-~ jaos uoyqdzos~ . g a~n8yd 
0 0 PHOTO CONDUCTIVITY PEAK 
Q SHORT WAVE LIMI"$ 
@ @ AE ( DIFFERENCE ENERGY OF 
TWO PHOTO CONDUCTIVITY 
0 5 0  100 
Se Te 
PERCENTAGE OF TELLURIUM 
Figure  7 .  Va r i a t i on  of photoconductAve peaks wi th  a l l o y  
composition i n  S e  Te mixed c r y s t a l s ,  
x I-x 
valence t t ~  CB&-I~C"CIO~ b a l  iSYTdnsiiTic~n~ 3rd  thia e?_~eeqy h~psxatior~ of the 
t w o  photo~s~-taeti~~7e peaks. The ~ ~ p p r  cu re  qhes L12e smth variation 
of msgy gap w i t h  cmpsi tr ion,  The 1ma m v e  show a s ~ l i $ ~ f  
variation of peak sepration, 
The well known. dichoisn in tbe absorption edge of ~ e ' ~ '  and 
Te ( 3  5, is reflected in the polarization d e p d w c e  of the photocon- 
ductivity as in P i w e s  8-11. Caparm our pho-onductive &ta 
publish& data on t h e  absorption edge of Se(4) and the published photo- 
(5) 
conductive data on Te (3) with the absorption edge, indicates that the 
photmnductive ' occurs a t  a photon m e w  where the & s o ~ t i o n  
coefficient is approxhte ly  u 100 an-'. We t 
for 
for E and such is h d &  %he case as can be seen Bn F i w e s  9-12. l a  
The splittislg of .$he pbtoconductive pedc do= not shw up for  Se at. 
at  apprwiably diffaerat  w a v e l ~ t ; b s ,  Te is relatively mre d i c h s i c  
than Se anzd we see that the s p l i t t i n g  sf the pB~otseonefuctive peak at the 
fmdmera%6tl &soq%ion edge hcreases s igni f icmtly  as ?he Te corktent 
of -the c q s - h i s  is ilacreased, There i s  no gcmd expl.ax~atisn for the 
workers w h ~  S ~ ~ B ~ L .  110 i a a r c ~ g ~  kaxr?ds in the spx:tsal deperdence sf phc:)t.o- 
WAVE LENGTH X ( p l  
Figure  8. P o l a r i z a t i o n  dependence o f  p h o t o c o n d u c t i v i t y  
i n  Se s i n g l e  c r y s t a l .  
1.0 1.5 
WAVE LENGTH ( p )  
Figure 9 .  P o l a r i z a t i o n  dependence of photoconduct ivi ty  
i n  Se . 95TE o5 a l l o y  s i n g l e  c r y s t a l .  
WAVE LENGTH ( p )  
Figure 10. P o l a r i z a t i o n  dependence of ghotoconductivity 
i n  Se 
. 7!iTe. 25 a l loy  s i n g l e  c r y s t a l  . 
W A V E  LENGTH h ( p )  
F i g u r e  ll. P o l a r i z a t i o n  dependence o f  p h o t o c o n d u c t i v i t y  
in Sem67Tee 33 a l l o y  s i n g l e  c r y s  k a l e  
WAVE LENGTH h. (p.1 
Figure  1 2 .  Photoconduct ive  s e n s i t i v i t y  spectrum of  Se s i n g l e  
c r y s t a l  a t  77OK.  
10, Polaization depndgnce or' photOcsnddu&iviQ in Se*q5Tee25 alloy- 
single q s ~ l .  
single cryskal, 
12. Phohanductive sensitivity 1;penrn of Se skgle ~11.ybl at 719OK, 
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The work on t h w i m l l y  stku1atd. rents in S e ,  d e s a  
in S & m ~ u a l  Status Report 2679-3 of t h i s  gsmt ,  (I) wds extended to 
the alloy c q s e 1 s  and. s m  s 
O t h a  workers have ohem& v q  c q b a  
a t  (T,s,c.) s ~ w a  in  Se ( 2 ~ " . 4 ) e  21s our crystals l2.a~ mrovd, 
missing frm sme of OW r e c a t  cqsals, The rmlts of swerrab T,S,G. 
mile the data of rdezerace 1 ms m l y z d  by tihe initial 
slope method(5', the data of this report was analyzed by the variation 
of hmtw rate me 0% the rw9ts E r a  the 
two m ~ d s  r;bouPc% be not& for Se, 
The deeper trap levels obs for the alloy cqsb%s pscsbahby 
bdicates the cmder state of q s h l  grodkg tshniwe fa date for the 
acssmt fur  the wj-d~31~ p h ~ t ~ s n d u c t i v i ~ t . y  s in, the mixed crystals, 
I N  S e  Tel-x CRUST= DE 
X 
BY T,S.C. S 
Crystal S e  9sTe e 05 See 75Te -25 Se. 67Te. 33 
-- 
.l19 el? 
--. 
.150 eV 
(5) K,  II. Nicbls and J. W d s ,  B r i t ,  J, @PI, P h p .  -- 15, 7'83 1x964). 
The l q e  b k & r w m c e  and -11 d i s m s i o n  in both Se and Te 
in the wavelength range 10.6 llm to 5,3 pm result  jra p h s e  matched second 
nic generation for signals propagating v q  n w l y  parallel %s the 
c-axis. (6 = 6' in Se and 0, = l 4 O  in Te.) Hmver, it is very dif- m 
f i cu l t  to prepare c r y s b l s  w i t h  f l a t ,  polished entrance slurfaces i- 
cular to the c-axis due to the weak bonding parallel to the c+is. 
Optically g o d  surfaces can be f on the (LOTO) cleavage planes as 
in Section 13: of this r Hmevq, it is not pss*le to couple 
i n  a t  the phase m t c h h g  angle ugh this mfiiee ,  even for glanc- 
ing i n c i d a e .  
Recently, the problem of coup%- into film wave guides was 
solved by fabacication of a diffraction grating on fie =face of the f i h .  2 
A similar t.echniwe may be used for coupling into a mve propga tw a t  
6, = 6' by near m m l  incidence. (say @i = 26') on a (LOTO) plane, ??%e 
appropriate relation is 
P. h o  
s in  (90" - em) = sin mi + rn - 
Q =o 
where $I. E angle of incidence 
b 
refractive index 
rn k order of diffraction 
r e f l ed ion  loss. As an example, choose mi = 20° and rn = I for ho== 10.6 urn. 
For Se, we find a = 4 - 3  urn. W s  gratiq wid.ici-%$I ear% ws i%y  k fari- 

(A Thesis prepared Ssy A, T 1 
c3nFTJm I. ION 
-This thesis discusses an investigation of cathodoluminescence 
in single crystals of hexagonal selenium a t  4.2OK. Strong lminescence 
has been obsexved in platelets of cadmium sulfide excited by a beam of 
electrons with energies of appmximately 20 keV, It has not yet been 
possible to  verify the observation of cathodoluminescence i n  selenium 
with quantitative measurements, but visual inspection indicates that 
cathdoluminescence in the red region of tke optical s p e w m a y  have 
already been achieved, using approximately 20 keV electron beams. 
It is expected that further progress i n  this investigation 
w i l l  yield information on the band structure and optical pmperties of 
single crystals of hexagonal selenium, and that it may lead to the de- 
v e l o p t  of electron beam-pun@ lasers usiryl selenium and selenium- 
tellurium alloy systems as active media. 
The effort to observe cathcdoluminescence in selenium, with 
a view towards constructing an electron beam-pmped selenium laser, 
was inspired, in part, by r e n t  successes in aonstructing a n-r of 
electron beam-pmpd lasers. (1'2p3) In particular, the observation of 
(4) laser action in tellurium a t  3.647 microns was encouraging because 
of the chemical similarity beteen tellurium and selenium and because 
of the success of the ElectroScience Laboratory of The Ohio State 
University in growing selenium single crystal of moderate optical 
quality. E'wthenmre, reports of the observation of photoluminescence 
in monocrystalline selenium(5p 6, and theoretical (7 9,  and experhen- 
tal (10-12) evicience of a direct W g a p  i n  selenium gave sane indication 
35 
UaaL cfr~serv~ititrn of t k ~ t b d c  1J ~m~uree;ce~ir~c ed?d J T~.<QL It2.n 2 - 5  se-E~mi;~~ar :  
might be ~>ssiEaEe, 
$'his thesis disasses the t 1 ~ 0 x - y  of hmhescence w i ~ h  t e 
An dix  dmlhg with the prjneiplw sf fm~sm a sf e l ~ ~ o m  
is hcluded. 
Se%enjm is a Gnmp VI---A element, r e s a l i n g  sul fur  m d  
tellurium in its physical and chemical properties. Its atomic number 
i s  34 and its atcanic weight is 78.96. Its electronic configuration 
i s  2-8-18-6 and it has oxidation states of -2, +4, and +6. Below its 
melting point (217OC), selenium (Se) is a p-type semiconductor. 
Selenium i t s e l f  is mildly toxic,  but its cmpow~ds are qui te  
poisonous. Se1eni.m burns in a i r  to  form selenium dioxide and it reacts  
with acids to  form hydrogen selenide, which is extrarely p i s m o u s .  
Selenium f o m  many halogen cmpunds  and many important organic cam- 
p o w *  
Selenium has three crys ta l l ine  allotropes and three amarphous 
allotropes. One mnoclinic  form, a-monoclinic selenium, which is red, 
is metastable a t  roam tenperature, but changes to a deep red monoclinic 
form, 6-mnoclinic selenium, when heated above apgoximately llS0C. 
Gray hexagonal (sanetimes cal led trigonal) selenium i s  the mst s tablc  
of al l  forms, c rys ta l l ine  o r  anmrphous, a t  a l l  temperatures. The mst 
camon amrphous form is the vitreous type, which has a black, alassy 
appearance. It is formed by rapidly cooling molten selenium. V7he.n  
heated above 90°C, it changes t o  the  hexagonal c rys ta l l ine  form. The 
other anmrphous £ o m  are a red p d e r  and a red col loidal  so l .  
Monocrystals of the  gray hexagonal form are investigated i n  
t h i s  thesis, This form consists of para l le l  sp i ra l  chains located a t  
the corners m d  c a t e r  of a. bexagsnd array, Each helix bas three 
w i ~  its axis I y h 9  in the direction sf the 
c-=is of the cqs.t;a%, The farces between at- wi a single e h a h  
are covalent i n  ~-~tu;be, but those be" c h ~ n s  are only weak van der 
Waals forces. A crystal of selenium is therefore susceptible to defor- 
mation f m  shear forces parallel to the chains, which accounts for the 
delicate nature of selenium crystal surfaces, while the strong intra- 
chain covalent b n d  explains why selenium crystals cannot be cleaved 
perpndicu1a.r to  the c-axis. Furthermore, the crystal planes of hora- 
gonal selenium are parallel t o  the spiral  chains. 
2 The electrical resistivity of selenium varies from 10 t o  
1012 oh-  and varies not only with the allotrope, but also the con- 
ditions under which the selenium was prepared before m e a s u r m t  and 
under which it was masured. In addition, the presence of n o m t a l l i c  
impurities in selenium generally redilces its resistivity, while the 
presence of rietallic impurities increases resistivity. Illumination 
of hexagonal selenium for one ~i l l i second decreases its resist ivity by 
a factor of L O  to 15. The resistivity generally decreases ex-ponentiall-y 
with increasing tempaature, and decreases a t  higher frequencies and 
intensities of the applied electric field. 
Selenium has a large birefringence. The index of refraction 
for the ordinaEy wave is no = 2.78, while for the extraordinary wave 
% = 3.48. Selenium has a large nonlinear optical susceptibility. 
x ( ~ ) =  2 x esu, where  is defined by 
Photolminescesace i n  kaagonal  selenim w a s  first reported. 
by Queisser and ~ t u k e  '6' (1967) . Single crys ta ls  of selenium w e r e  
illuminated w i t h  1.96 eV photons frcm a helium-neon laser .  The lurnines- 
cent spectrum, which was measured a t  20°K, showed strongest luminescence 
a t  1.827 eV, with pronounced but less intense luminescence a t  1.849 eV 
and 1.838 eV. 
This investigation was repeated l a t e r  by Zetsche and Fischer (5) 
(1969)' who a l so  examined the  temperature dependence of the luminescence. 
A t  4.2OK, they found the peak luminescent intensi ty t o  be a t  1.820 eV, 
and within the temperature range from 2OK t o  50°K, the position of t h i s  
peak increased mnotonically with respect to temperature £ran 1.818 eV 
t o  1.833 eV, respectively. 
Theoretical studies by Olechna and Knox (') and by Treusch and 
~ a n d r o c k ( ~ ) h a v e  indicated that selenium is primarily a d i rec t  bandgap 
sdconduc to r .  These conclusions were borne out,  i n  part ,  by the  experi- 
mental. w r k  of Stuke and K e l l e r  (10) a t  roam t a p e r a t w e ,  and of Tutihasi 
and Chen ' (12) a t  20°K. More recent experinwtal  work by Roberts, et. a l .  
indicates direct t ransi t ions f o r  opt ical  absorption with the  electric 
f i e l d  polarized perpadicular  to  the c-axis, and indirect  t rans i t ions  
f o r  the  para l le l  polarization. These results add support to e f f o r t s  to 
obtain lasing in monocrystalline hexagonal selenium, because d i rec t  
t rans i t ions  are required t o  achieve the population inversions necessary 
for the onset of lasing, 
The optical  absorption edge is the region of abrupt change 
0% a mterial, It i s  due tu allowed 
the extrgma of the conduction ard valence bands. nus, %he loeation of 
the absorption edge in the absorption spectrum of a certain material 
should indicate the location of greatest luminescent intensity within 
the luminescent spectrum of that material. 
Selenium is opaque in most of the optical region. For wave- 
leng-ths shorter than about 6900i, selenium has an absorption coefficient 
of ~ u t  3 x lo5 an-'. ~okrts, et.al. (12) have masured the absorption 
coefficient as a function of incident photon energy at 293OK, 197OK, and 
77QK. At these three temperatures, they found the absorption edge to be 
at 1.65 eV, 1.80 eV, and 1.87 eV, respectively. The absorption d g c  for 
incident fields plarized perpendicular to the crystal axis was always 
at lmer energies than for the parallel polarization. The long wave- 
length absorption coefficient beyond the absorption edge was found to 
he on the order of 5 an-' at all tenperatures, and was always lower 
for the parallel polarization than for the perpendicular. This residual 
absorption is probably due to crystalline imperfections in the crystals 
available to date. 
Lmhescence is the prieess by which a material 
tion, usually in the optical spectrum, due to absorption of energy 
other than thermal energy. The absorbed energy may be supplied by a 
photon (photoluminescence) , an electron beam (cathcdoluminescence) , a 
chemical reaction (chdluminescence) , or by a number of other mans. 
Luminescent spectra provide quantitative information regarding the 
energy band structure of the host material, as affected by impurities 
and imperfections which may be present. 
In the case of selenium, an electron heam is particularly 
desirable for exciting the luminescent spctrum because mst selenium 
samples are characterized by relatively high losses and significant 
surface damage. Cathodoexcitation, with high excitation densities and 
several micronscZepthsof penetration, can compensate for these diffi- 
culties. Cathodoexcitation is also of interest because experimentation 
w i t h  cathcdoluminescence is easily extended to investigations of possible 
laser action in selenium, merely by changing the taryet geo~try. 
Luminescence persists after removal of the energy source. 
The period of persistence dividing fluorescence, which is short- 
persistence lmchescence, and phosphorescence, which is longer- 
persistence luminescence, has k e n  set arbitarily at lo-* seconds. (13) 
The luminescent sptrum, if any, of a given material is 
usually determined by the type of impurities present. These impurities 
are often in~oducec3 intentionally and are called "activators". W 
certain activator w i l l  prrodiace one  s p d n m  in one Iifinescmt rraterial 
or perhaps none at allt i n  a different host, 
OGW .in a ch&@ally crystal if crystal defects 
are present. These defects may be a t d c  vacancies or  i n t e r s t i t i a l s  
or  grain boundary dislocations. These defects are knam as  activators 
also. Of course, no real  material is chemically pure and all rea l  
crystals contain both defects and impurities, but the mere presence 
of impurities o r  defects doesn't guarantee tha t  luminescence w i l l  
occur. 
Whether o r  not activators are present, the luminescent s p c -  
trum is independent of the manner of excitation i n  a l l  but a few 
materials. However, i f  optical exictation is involved, the luminescent 
frequencies are usually less than the frequency of excitation (Stokes 
Law). Anti-Stokes radiation, for which the luminescent frequency is 
higher than the excitation frequency, s ~ t ~ s  occurs. 
Luminescence has been observed i n  solids, liquids, and gases, 
b t h  organic and inorganic. T h i s  thesis w i l l  deal only with lmtxines- 
cence in solid crystalline semiconductors, and w i t h  cathodoluminescence 
in  selenium, i n  particular. 
Luminescent phenomena in many solids are explained within the 
band structure concept of solic?s. \hen a large number of atans are 
brought together t o  fom~ a macroscopic solid, the highest normally f i l l 4  
energy levels of the individual unexcited atms are broadened into a 
valence $and a i d  "be excited erierqy levels of the individual dta~zs are 
broadened i n t o  a conduction h i i f ,  
rahzlre, the valence band is c q l e t e l y  filled, but the valence 
and conduction are separated by a forbiddm band (of energies in- 
accessible t o  free elwkrons) whose width, or bandgap, E is on the g 
order of 1.5 eV for the mst cannon semiconductors. A t  temperatures 
above O°K, it is possible for t h e m 1  excitation to  raise sme electrons 
in a semiconductor to the conduction band, leaving W d  a hole in the 
valence band. 
It is also possible for electrons t o  k raised t o  the conduc- 
tion band by absorption of a photon of energy hf > E Whether created g ' 
by t h m l  or photoexcitation, the conduction band electrons and valence 
band holes are free, i . e . ,  they aren't bound together, so they can rnove 
independently through the semiconductor transferring charqe and energy. 
This situation is actually quantum mechanical, but for many 
purposes, it may be view& classically, provided that two effective 
mass parameters are introduced i n  a valid manner. For the use of these 
parameters to  be valid, the applied external forces on the crystal 
(electrostatic, magnetostatic, and electrmgnetic) must be small pertur- 
bations of the periodic electrostatic force which arises f r m  the la t t ice  
of atcknic kemals (nuclei and nonvalence inner electrons). The periodic 
crystal forces are incorporated i n  the effective mass for conduction 
* * band electrons, me , and the effective mass for valence band holes, mh . 
The perturbational forces then influence the conduction electrons and 
valence holes as they would ordinary classical icles with the 
appropriate effective masses. 
%sides free holes and e l a + ~ ~ n s ,  there are hm other rc-il:&mim 
by which ener-gqP m y  be ~mferreet Wough. a cqstcal, mese  are pbnons 
and ac ims .  W phonon is a t i z d  l a t t i c e  vibration, which manifests 
i t s e l f  macroscopically as heat and sound. Quantitative t r e a t m n t s  of 
electron o r  hole t ransi t ions must take into account the energy and m m t a  
of any phonons involved. 
An exciton consists of the  interaction between a valence band 
hole state and a conduction band electron state. If these two s t a t e s  
b t h  l i e  very near the i r  respective band e x t r a  ( the lower edge of the  
conduction band and the upper edge of the  valence band) they cause a 
hydrogenic series of bound states lying d i rec t ly  below the  conduction 
band. Since t h i s  electron-hole pa i r  is bound together, it cannot t ransfer  
ne t  charge, but it can t ransfer  energy through the  crys ta l  by migration. 
An a c i t o n  may be created by absorption of a photon with energy 
h£ < E o r  by union of a f r ee  hole and electron. The exciton absorption g 
and emission spectra consist  of l ines  a t  enevgies approximately given by 
where "G" is t h e  b i d i n g  energy of the  exciton (which arises from coulamb 
interaction between the electron and hole states) and where "n" is an 
integer.  The lowest exciton absorption l i n e  may typically have an energy 
f m  0.75 E to  0.9 Eg. 4 
it is noted that the acitons descr above are of the 
\ilarulier type, which &st describes rnatters in s d c o n d u c t o r s  and o%her 
11P;gh tlielectxic constaiat mterials where the exeitsn is riot highly 
molecular crystals ,  a Frenkel type exciton is involved, This 
be thought of merely as  a m b i l e ,  excited molecular o r  a M c  state. 
When act ivators  are present in a c rys ta l ,  they introduce 
energy levels which l ie  in the  forbidden band. These energy levels  are 
localized in the regions surrounding the  activators,  i f  the  concentra- 
t ion  of impurities is low. When a m b i l e ,  conduction band electron 
approaches one of these localized levels ,  it m y  e m i t  phonons and en te r  
the lower energy state. Then, i f  the probability tha t  the electron w i l l  
be re-excited to the  conduction band is greater  than the probabili ty 
t h a t  it w i l l  recombine with a valence b a ~ d  hole, the  localized energy 
l eve l  is called a "trap" f o r  electrons. I f  the  probabili ty of re- 
exci tat ion is l e s s  t l~an  t h a t  of recanbination, it is cal led a "recmhi- 
nation center". The energy level  a t  which the  probability of re- 
exci tat ion equals the  probability of recombination is cal led the 
"demarcation level". 
The rrechanism of r e e x c i t a t i o n  of electrons t o  the conduction 
band is usually thermal, so electron traps are typically within a few 
h"r (1/40 e V  a t  m n l  temperature) below the conduction bald. The 
mechanism of recombination may be coulomb a t t rac t ion  between the buncl 
e l ec tmn a t  the recornbination center and the valence band hole. It is 
c lear ,  then, that whether o r  not an activator site ac t s  a s  a t r ap  o r  
reccmbination center depends u p n  the temperature, A t  higher tempra- 
t ~ u - c s ,  activator s i t e s  with energies far ther  below the conduction band 
act as tPrraps, 
The recmbkation k ~ n ~ i t i m  of the elec*on fxj the valence 
band may be either radiative or nsmadiative, If it is radiat ive,  the 
activator site is cal led a " nescent center". I f  not, ithe energy of 
the excited electron is released ent i re ly  a s  phonons. 
Fluorescence i n  a semiconductor, then, is the emission of 
radiation from a luminescent center clue to the reambination of electrons 
and holes. The electrons and holes may have original ly been f r e e  or they 
could have been b u n d  excitons. 
Phosphorescence i n  a semiconductor involves t rappingad thermal 
release of conduction band electrons in addition t o  recombination. Trap- 
ping delays t h e  recombination process and causes persistence. 
Cathcdolhnescence is in i t i a t ed  by directing a beam of 
electrons a t  a target ,  which in t h i s  case is a sample of m~locrystal. l ine 
hexagonal selenium. The energy of the incident electron beam is usually 
above 15,000 eV. Free electron-free hole pairs may then be creatc?d 
by absorption of oilc of the Lx.m clcctrons . Thc ef f icicncy of hol r.- 
(14 )  
electron p a i r  production approaches 33% , and the bandgap in  selenium 
is approximately 2 eV, Since from two to  four t h s  the energy gap is 
required t o  create an electmn-hole pa i r ,  about a thousand electron-hole 
pairs are created per incident electron. 
In  the  case of selenium, ca ci ta t ion  is desirable be- 
cause a f m s &  bean1 of electrons can provide a high excitation density 
to a mll surface m a  of the tawjet, For e x q l e ,  H m ~ i t z  indicated 
the use of electron kams whic'il provided p e r  densities of a b u t  60 
2 ki  1 o \ v L ~ t ~ , / c - t 2  l o  . t r -c .~ l r ;  of ,dx,rri .002 c371 . 
Thus detectable levels of luminescace nay be excited i n  s p i t e  
of the low external  lmninescalt efficiency sf mst selenium samples. 
The external luminescent efficiency, which is the percentage luminescent 
p e r  output of the t o t a l  p e r  input, may be l a g  because the localized 
energy levels  associated with impurities o r  defects a c t  as nonradiative 
reccsnbination centers.  Nonradiative t ransi t ions attenuate luminescence 
and may even eliminate it in regions of the crys ta l  where they p r e d d n a t e  
over radiat ive t ransi t ions.  Since the  electron beam can be made to  scan 
the surface of the  ta rget ,  it can be steered away £ram these regions of 
lower luminescent intensi ty u n t i l  a region of maximum luminescent in- 
t ens i ty  is found. 
In addition, catllodoexcitation is desirable because of t h e  
penetration depth of the  electron beam. l'he selenium taryet  is e i the r  
cleave6 out of a larger  specimen of monocrystalline selenium, o r  it is 
c u t  out of it and etched. I n  e i ther  case, there is same degree of sur- 
face damage to  the  surface of the ta rget  which is exposed t o  the  elec- 
tron beam. However, a suff icient ly energetic electron beam can penetrate 
below this layer of surface damage and excite luminescence frcin the  mre 
perfect c rys ta l  l a t t i c e  below it. Anderson's nethod (I5) indicates t h a t  
a 25 keV beam of electrons would act ivate a region up to  &ut 2.5 microns 
in depth in selenium, whereas a beam of 1.475 eV photons would ac t iva te  
a region t o  a depth of a b u t  0.1 micron. 
Besides norradiative t ransi t ions,  the external luminescent 
efficiency m y  be lowered by a r of other factors.  For instance, 
a slkkx;Wtial fraction of t h e  prf~mry (incident) e l w m m  d h e t d  at 
the target is baehcatw-d, rb,e,, r e l l s t d  f r m ~  a e  vdcum-selenim 
bundary. The backscat-kering coefficient of selenium was found by 
Pal luel  (16) to he about 0.35, re la t ive ly  iml en% of the primary 
beam energy. Primary electzrons which do penetrate into the c r y s t a l  may 
exci te  secondary electrons which escape faram the ta rget  o r  they may 
exci te  l a t t i c e  vibrations, i.e., they may merely heat the crys ta l .  
I n  addition to these inefficiencies,  internal ly generated 
luminescence may be i n t e r m l l y  absorbed i f  the crys ta l  has a high ab== 
sorption coeff icient  a t  the luminescent wavelength or it may be in- 
ternal ly ref lected a t  the air-crystal  interface i f  there is a large 
index of refract ion difference across the interface. 
A t t q t s  have 
monocrystalline selenium a t  l iquid helium temperature. A sample of 
mnocrystal l ine selenium was placed in thermal contact with a l iqu id  
helium dewar and maintained a t  a potential  of 15 ki lovolts ,  pos i t ive  
with respect to grouna, a s  sham i n  Figure 1. The dewar, sample and 
electron gun are  enclosed i n  a vacuum systesn capable of vacuums better 
than torr. An external micrometer leveling arrangerrwt allows 
the beam t o  scan the c rys ta l  surface. 
The electron gun, of the  type used. in the 7NP4 projection 
kinescope, is operated i n  a pulsed m d e  a t  pulse repet i t ion  freqclencies 
of one hundred t o  one thousand he r t z  and a pulse duration of one micro- 
second. This is done by applying positive pulses of 300 v o l t s  to the 
control gr id,  which is normally biased t o  cu t  off cathode current ,  as 
sham in ~ i g u k e  2. The c a t h d e  is  a t  approximately f ive  ki lovolts ,  
negative with respect to ground. Its exact p t e n t i a l  is  determined by 
beam focusing requirements, which a r e   discuss^ i n  the  Appendix. The 
pulse transformer shown i n  Figure 2 has been specially wound to stanci 
off 1 0  kilovolts,  i n  order t o  protect the  pulse generator f r m  t h i s  
high D.C. voltage. The transformer s teps up an 80 v o l t  pulse f r m  the 
generator t o  300 vol ts ,  which is applied t o  the  control gr id.  The 
pulsing c i r c u i t  is mre ca1pletely shown i n  Figure 3 .  
When the bean1 is on, it is accelerated through 500 vo1t-s by 
the first accelaator, shown i n  Fiyure 2, a d  focused by the l e n s  fon:,-c: 
COPPER VACUUM ENCLOSURE 
( AT GROUND POTENTIAL) 
LIQUID NITROGEN JACKET 
LIQUID HELIUM DEWAR 
SELEN lUM 
(A-5 KlLOVO 
FOCUS ELECTRODE OF M GATE VALVE 
ELECTRON GUN 
BELLOWS OMETER LEVELER 
GLASS ENCASlN LEVELER BASE FLANGE 
FOR ELECTRON GUN 
ELECTR ICAL LEADS 
FOR ELECTRON GUN 
figure 1. Work Area of Apparatus for Observation of Cathodoluni?escence in Selenim at 4.Z0K. 
FOCUS ELECTRODE 
GROUND POTENTIAL 
CCELERATOR -NEGATIVE 4.50 KIL.OVOLTS 
NEGATIVE 5.16 
CONTROL GRID K 1 LOVOLTS PLUS 
POSITIVE PULSE 
NEGATIVE 
5 KILOVOLTS 
4- SUPPLY 
- VK = APPROXIMATELY 5 KILOVOLTS 
Vc = 160 VOLTS 
VA = 5 0 0  VOLTS 
Vp = 3 0 0  VOLTS 
HEATER SUPPLY = 3.6VOLTS , 600 ma 
Figure 2.  ~ i a s i n g  and Pulsing Arrqenent  of Electron Gun, Shwing Typical Voltages. 

Ix-h.seen the cathode, Wle control elstrsde, and the first accehaator, 
Tlie ham is ref sea and further accelerated as it enters 
the focus electrode region. The focus electrode is a t  ground p t e n t i a l .  
Final acceleration and focusing is obtained as the beam enters the high 
voltage region. This consists of a glass tube with an aluminum coating 
vaporized on its in.sj.de surface, as  shown in  Figure 4. This aluminum 
a t i n g  is approximately ten cm long and is a t  the anode voltage of 
a b u t  15 kilovolts. This aluminum layer extends about 3 cm belm the 
mth of the focus electrode and extends up to the target area. 
When a selenium sample is removed and the vacuum broken, the 
electron gun must be ,mintabed a t  a high vacuum to protect its s p c i a l  
oxide cathode. To do th i s ,  the bellows arrangemnt shc~wn in Figure 1 
is used. The end of the f m s  electrode, which w;tencls above the vacuum 
gate when the yun is in use, is lowered f r m  the glass tube and dm1 
through the gate valve, which is then closed, isolating the gun. The 
gun i t se l f  is rigidly attached t o  the flange which forms a base fo r  the 
levelers. T h i s  is done via an O-ring seal  between the flange and the 
glass encasmnt  for the electron gun. 
The copper cup is electr ical ly connected to  the aluminum 
cylinder via stainless s tee l  springs as  shown in  Figure 4. These springs 
are soldered Lo the cup and press against the aluminized layer inside the 
glass tube. Both the cup and aluminum layer are maintained a t  15 kilo- 
volts  with resbnect to ground by an o i l  i.ns~1atcx.l DICo pcwcr supply, fed 
by shielded c b l e  and a high-voltage Pyrex wir~dsw which is shown i n  
Figure 4. &tails of Work Area of Apparatus. 
F i w e  5 .  The tmgs"i rod is clad w i t 2 1  ko-mr form a gocld g-lzss 
(pyrex) ts metal seal.  A low vapor pressure epxy  seal surrounds the 
tungsten rod a f te r  it enters the vacuum s y s t a .  This epoxy seal  serves 
three functions. Fi rs t ,  it strengthens the glass-mtal seal  to  pre- 
vent damage. Second, it leq thens  the arc-over path from the rod to the 
m t a l  shel l  of the vacuum systrun, helping to prevent arcing. Third, it 
supports the glass tube with the aluminurn coating. The epoxy h?s been 
sha@ t o  approximate a cylinder co-axial with the rd, and a hole has 
been dr i l led  i n  the side of the tube, above the alurninun coating. The 
epoxy seal  f i t s  inside th i s  hole. 
The cup and the teflon clasp which surrounds it have snall 
coaxial holes in them to permit observation of luminescence as  indicated 
i n  Figure 4. The selenium is held i n  the cup by a thin round m b l  
c l i p  across its surface. Thus, the aluminum coating, the copper cup, 
and the selenium sample form an anode systan with the focused electron 
beam striking the selenium. The anode cup must be thermally c o m ~ t e d  
to  the dewar but electr ical ly isolated £ran it so tha t  the ent i re  dewar 
system is not a t  dangerously high voltages. T h e m 1  contact and elec- 
t r i ca l  isolation is achieved by using a slab of sapphire atout 1 cm 
thick. The anode cup has circLlrnferentia1 tabs so that  the teflon s u p r t s  
it in bayonette c l i p  fashion. The cup is gold-plated on the insiEe t o  
reduce radiative heat loss fran the sample. 
The copper adapter sh~ohm i n  Fig-xce 4 is a solid cylin6er with 
the b t t a a n  p l i shed  f l a t .  I t  is threadt+ externally and a hole in i t s  
top surface is also .Cr%x-eadd, 3iae adapter is first threaded into the 

top of the tefPon clasp until the copper cup, the sapphire, arad the 
adapter axe i n  Psose contact, Conaaction of the clasp a t  cqogmic  
t atures insures a snug f i t  md a goad path for them1 conduction. 
Finally, the adapter-slab-cup-clasp assembly is threaded onto the stud 
on the liquid helium dewar. 
After the vacuum system is sealed, the fore pump and diffu- 
sion pump are  seqyentially operated, bringing the pressure in the 
vacuum systan down t o  atout torr .  The electron gun is s t i l l  
isolated f r m  the r e s t  of the system, and is a t  a sanewhat lower pres- 
sure. The liquid rliirrogcn jacket was heretofore empty, so that  no 
moisture muld accun~ul;i tc on tho o u t c r  sw-faces of the jacltet prior  
t o  evacuation of the systm. The jacket is now f i l l ed ,  reducing the 
pressure t o  a b u t  2 x 1 0 ~ ~  torr .  The vacuum gate is n w  opened and the 
electron gun raised into position. After a short period of pressure 
stabilization, liquid helium is transferred into the helium dewar, re- 
ducing the pressure t o  about 3x10-~ torr .  With the control electrode 
biased t o  cut off cathode current, the heater of the electron gun is  
turned on and brought up to specified operating voltage and current. 
The electron gun u s 4  is of the type used i n  the 7NP4 pro- 
jection kinescope, and uses a1 oxide catlmde. I t  has k e n  found that: 
i f  the heater is activatcul before the liquid helium is transfcrrcd 
into the dewar, the heat f r m  the filament causes the pressure t o  r i s e  
to levels a t  which the cathode begins to deteriorate, The threshold 
level of deterioration seeins to be about 3x10-~ torr, except during 
en high voltage aarc--overs, w k e h  probalbly dora't cause 
deterioration even though the pressure may r i se  t o  5x10'6 torr o r  
higher. Deterioration of the cathode is evidenced by discoloration, 
which may be s e n  af ter  the gun has been replaced. 
After the heater temperature and the system pressure have 
restabilized, the f i r s t  accelerator voltage supply and the ca thde  
and anode voltage supplies are s e t  as indicated earlier in the chapter 
and i n  Figure 2. Upon application of positive pulses to the control 
electrode, as indicated earlier,  pulses of cathode beam current are 
released. The external micrcgneter levelers are adjusted for maxi- 
mum luminescent intensity. The cathode and anode voltages are ncw 
separately adjusted for better focus of the electron beam on the 
target sample, as discussed in Appendix 11. 
It is believed that cathcdoluninescence has k e n  observed 
i n  mnocrystalline hexagonal selenium i n  one instance to date. It 
was not possible to  con£i.rm this observation by spectral measurement. 
Preswinably, high spectral intensity in the region of 6820 (1.82 GV) 
would indicate c a ~ l m i n e s c e n c e  conclusively. A glow which appeared 
red to the human eye was observed, but it disappeared during attempts 
to intensify the g l w  by rnicrcmeter leveler adjustmnt. Also,reflec- 
tion of the heater glow i n  the round metal c l ip  which holds the sample 
in the anode cup tends to obscure luminescence, 
A s  an operational t e s t  of the experimental apparatus, plate- 
lets of CdS were placed i n  the anode cup instead of the sample of 
selenium. The cathode voltage w a s  set a t  about 4 kilovolts, negative 
w i t h  respect t o  ground, and the anode at about 16 kilovolts positive. 
Strong green luminescence was obsemed to manate fran the CdS. 
High voltage arcing-over continues to be somewhat of a prob- 
1 .  It occurs regularly throughout the period of observation, and 
could possibly f rus t ra te  a t t q t s  to use conventional, slow spectro- 
meters to measure luminescence. 
Much progress has been made however, because arcing-over 
had frequently tripped c i rcu i t  breakers before even cursory observa- 
tions could be made. This diff iculty has been lessened by rmking a l l  
possible arc-over paths as  long as possible. 
It was found desirable to nhonitor the cathode and anode 
currents in order to better diagnose certain e lect r ical  d i f f icu l t i es  
which arose during sane ~ > ( ~ r i n l e n t s .  A co i l  of w i r e  was wouncl on a 
ferrous torroidal core. ' .  such co i l s  were constructed. One was 
slipped over the c a W e  lead, and the other over a portion of the 
anode cable near the adapter (shown i n  Figure 5 ) ,  where the shielding 
braid had been trimnaed back. The voltages induced in the mnitoring 
coi ls  w e r e  pmpr t iona l  to the time rates of change of the pulsed 
currents and could be viewed on an oscilliscope. 
observed i n  platelets of 
cadmium sulfide a t  4.2'K d& by an electron beam with an energy 
of approximately 20 keV. It is kl ieved  that  cathodoluminescence has 
been observed in  single crystals of hexagonal selenium a t  4.2OK under 
bmbardment by 20 keV electrons. Spectrographic verification of t h i s  
observation has not yet  been possible, but the luminescence appared 
t o  be i n  the red p r t i o n  oE thc specirnnn, as is cxrpxtcd from the 
sorption measu-axents and photoluminescent s tuclics of others. 
Progress i n  th i s  investigation should yield valuable.in- 
folmation regarding the band structure and optical properties of 
monocrystalline hexagonal selenium, and this effor t  could possibly be 
extended to the construction of lasers using selenium and selenium- 
t e l l u r i u m  alloys as  active media. 
A of electrons m y  be f sed by an electrostatic lens 
in a manner similar to the way a beam of l i g h t  is focused by an 
op t i ca l  lens. 
Three coaxial cyl indrical  she l l s  are shown in Figure 6. 
Consider the beam of electrons propagating along this axis  f m  l e f t  
to r i g h t  through cylinder No. 1. Assume tha t  the dianeters of the  
three cylinders are equal. Let cylinder No. 1 be a t  an e lec t ros ta t i c  
potential ,  V1, and let cylinders No. 2 and No. 3 be a t  potentials V2 
and. V3, respc t ive ly .  Assme that V V2, and V3 are negative with 1' 
respct to ground, although the discwssion is val id even i f  they a r e n ' t .  
F u r t h e m r e ,  assme t h a t  V <V <V The region within one cylinder 1 2 3 "  
radius of the com1Dn axis and i n  the  v ic in i ty  of the interface between 
one cylinder and another is a type of e lec t ros ta t ic  lens known a s  a 
"b ip tera t ia l  lens". Thus, the  center of one e lec t ros ta t ic  lens lies 
in the plane A-A', and the  center of another i n  the plane C-C'. 
If the diameter of the  beam of electrons as  it passes 
ugh cylinder Xo. 1 is small canpard to -the diameter of the 
cylinders, then when the  beam propgates in to  the region to the r i g h t  
of the plane A-A', it w i l l  be focus& a t  the p i n t  13. To the r igh t  
of the p i n t  E3, the beam diverges, The exact distance of the p i n t  23 
frcm the plane A-A' is deternlined by the ratio V2/V1 I f  the diametcr 
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Figure 6 .  Electrostatic Focusing of an Electron I~G~LUII .  
of the divezgeaat k a r t  at the plane (2-6' i s  mll mnpa& to the 
, 
diameter of the cylinciers N o ,  2 m d  No, 3, the beam w i l l .  be f o m s d  
a t  the p i n t  D. The exact distance of the p i n t  D fran the plane 
C is determined by the ra t io  V3/V2. 
The focusing arrangment used in  the experimentation de- 
scribed above consists of a cathode lens and two b ip ten t i a l  lenses. 
The cathode lens consists of the cathode, the control electrode, and 
the front of the f i r s t  accelerator. It delivers an essentially 
parallel beam of electrons to  the f i r s t  b ip ten t i a l  lens, consist- 
ing of the back end of the f i r s t  accelerator and the narrcw front 
end of the focus electrode. The beam is then focused by this  lens and 
is subsequently rcfocuseci onto the sample by the secoi~d b i r ~ t e n t i a l  
lens Lonna1 by the? wide n~uthpicce of the focus clectrodc and tllc! 
cylindrical aluminum coating. 
The focal length of the f i r s t  b ip ten t i a l  lens m y  be found 
fm a chart prepard by ~worykin, et.al.  (16) which plots the focal 
distances of equidiameter coaxial cylindrical lenses as a function 
of the rat io  of the potentials on the two cylinders. If the cathcde 
potential is taken as the reference, the f i r s t  accelerator is a t  
+ 500 volts, while the focus electrode is a t  + 5500 volts. Both of 
these cylindrical e lec t rdes  lave a diameter of 10 nm. From thc chart 
cited above, the focal length of the f i r s t  lens is a b u t  1.1 diiunctcrs, 
or 11 m, measured frm the interface Letween the tim cylinders. 
The second. b i p t a t i a l  lens mnsists of the focus e l s e d e  
mu~piece, which is 20 111n &meter, and the al 
eocat-, which is 48 r n ~  in diam~tex, Thus, the d i m t e r  ra t is  is 
2.4, and the v o l k a ~ e  r a t i o  is 4 : l  because the aluminum cylinder is 
at  20 ki lovolts ,  and the fcxxs electrode is a t  5 kilovolts,  b t h  
positive w i t h  respect to the cathode. Another chart  prepared by 
Zworykin, et . a1 . (16) indicates t h a t  the focal  length is 4.75 times t h e  
diameter of the focus electrode, o r  95 riunmeasured frm the in ter face  
between the two cylinders. 
Assuming an essent ial ly pa ra l l e l  beam entering b i p t e n t i a l  
lens No. I, the image of tha t  lens forms the object of b i p t e n t i a l  
lens No. 2. Since the focus e l e c t r d e  is 96 mrn long and the f i r s t  
image is 11 mn beyond lens No, 1, the  object distance of lens No. 2 
is 85 m. Using the thin lens formula 
where f is the  focal length of the lens, and si and so are the 
distances of the image and the object f r m  the lens, it is found 
that  the electron beam is focused 807 ran fram the end of the focus 
electrode moutl~piece .
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